PhyzSpringboard: Intro
to Angular Momentum

Felix

Before discussing angular momentum, it would be useful to recall
some characteristics of linear momentum. Consider the following
examples.
1.A baseball moving at 50 mph is ___easy ___hard for a ball player
to stop. (Check the correct word, line out the incorrect one.) Draw a
diagram to the right.
2.A loaded delivery truck moving at 50 mph is ___easy ___hard for
a ball player (or anyone else) to stop.Draw a diagram to the right.
3.A bullet moving at 500 mph is ___easy ___hard to stop.Draw a
diagram to the right.
4.A loaded delivery truck parked while making a delivery is ___easy
___hard to stop.Draw a diagram to the right.
5.Describe the characteristics of a hard-to-stop body.

Massive, Fast
6.Momentum is a measure of how difficult it is to stop a body.What
determines momentum (write one algebraic expression in words
and another in symbols)?

Momentum = mass · speed
p = mv
7.But that’s not all.
a. Consider a railroad car moving along the track.It has a certain
mass
amount of ____________________
and a certain amount of
speed
____________________
so it has a certain amount of momentum.
Draw a diagram to the right.
b. If that car were to collide with and stick to an identical car initially
at rest, the two would continue with a different speed.That speed
would be such that the momentum of the coupled cars is equal to
the original momentum of the moving car. Draw diagrams to the
right to illustrate this, and determine the speed of the coupled cars
(in terms of the original speed of the moving car).

conservation
c.The principal illustrated is the _____________________________
of linear momentum. Linear momentum is one of the three
quantities in the universe whose total amount is the same now as it
always has been and always will be.
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High rotational inertia, high angular speed

Angular momentum = rotational inertia · angular
speed
L = Iω

conservation
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